SB 2  AN ACT relating to voter identification and making an appropriation therefor.
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PASS SB 2 W/ fccr FINAL PASSAGE

YEAS:  25
NAYS:  2
PASSES:  0
NOT VOTING:  11

YEAS : 25
Alvarado   Higdon   Raque Adams   Turner
Buford     Humphries Robinson West
Carroll D  McDaniel  Schickel Westerfield
Castlen    Meredith  Schroder Wheeler
Girdler     Mills     Stivers   Wilson
Givens     Nemes     Thayer   Wise
Harris

NAYS : 2
McGarvey   Thomas

PASSES : 0

NOT VOTING : 11
Carpenter  Embry   Kerr   Smith
Carroll J  Harper Angel  Neal   Webb
Clark     Hornback   Parrett